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tlaldAt¡esocietyof
SocinlisrLatryers

25a Red Lion Square, Conway Hall, London
VC1R 4RL Tel : 020 7242 2897

The Haldane Society was founded in
1930. lt is an organisation which provides
a forum for the discussion and analysis of
law and the legal system both nationally
and internationally, from a socialist
perspective. lt is independent of any
plitical party. lts membership consists of
individuals who are lawyers, academics or
students and legal workers, and it also
has üade union and labour movement
affiliates.

P¡esident John PlattsMills QC
Vice Èesidents: Kader Asmal;
Louise Christian; Jack Gaster; Tess Gill;
Helena Kennedy QC; Michael Mansfield
QC; Dr. Paul O'Higf,ins; MichaelSeifert;
David Turner-Samuels; Professor Lord
Wedderburn QC
Ghain Catrin Lewis
Secretary: Rebekah Wilson
lleasuren John Hobson
lnternational Secrctary:
Bill Bowring, tel: 020 7753 5346,
ernail: b.bowring@unl.ac.uk
llemberchip Secrctary:
JB Louveaux
Execr¡tive Committee:
Adrian Berry; Bill Bowring; Collette
Chesters; John Hobson; Soraya Lawrence;
Catrin Lewis; JB Louveaux; Neil Mclnnes;
Kate Markus; Maxine'Pieri; Nick Toms;
Mark Weekes; Rebekah Wilson; Sasha
Whitworth; NickWrack
Regional Gontacts:
Mest Midlands - Brian Noü, Flat 2,
40 Chancery Lane, Moseley, Birmingham
813 gDJ

I Manchester - Neil Usher, Kenworthy
Buildings, 83 Bridge Street, Manchester
M3
Haldane $rbcommittees;
I Crime -will now meet on the last
Monday of every month at 6.30pm at the
Haldane Offces, 25a Red Uon Square,
Conway Hall, London WC1R 4RL. Tel: 020
72422497
I Employment - meets at the Haldane
Office on the third Tuesday of the month.
Contact Daniel Blackburn
I International - contact Bill Bowring
b.bowring@unl.ac.uk
I Student- Contact Hannah Rought-
Brooks at tie Haldane Office
I Housing - All those keen to become
involved please contact Adrian Berry:
adrianberry@compuserve.com
I Haldane Society Women's sub-
committee - Anyone interested in
discussing the issues facing women
involved in the legal system should
contact Rebekah Wilson at Tooks Court,
O2O74O5 8828;email:
rebekahmaxinew@hotmai l.com
I Immigration: contact Adrian Berry:
adrianberry@compuserve.com
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Socialists campaigning in the General Election

found an aud.ience amongst traditional Labout
suQorters uho are fed. up rtith the gouemment

Socialism did not fall entirely off the agenda for
the election campaign and many members of the
society were involved in campaigning for, and some
stood for election as candidates for, the Socialist
Alliance which campaigned valiantly for a socialist
agenda taking the issues of the Labour govern-
ment's reactionary stance on law and order and in
particular its appalling treatment of asylum seekers
to the constituencies of Home Office ministers.

Finally, a word of apology for the delay in getting
this issue of Socialist Law¡ler to you. The magazine
is put together entirely by the work of volunteers and
art¡cles are written on the same basis. Many reasons
have contributed to the delay in this issue just one
of which was the hiatus of the election campaign and
the great effort that some of those involved in this
publication put into their work for that whilst simulta-
neously carrying out demanding professional eom-
mitments. Thanks should go to all those involved in
getting the issue out. We do hope to get another
issue to you in the next few months, any volunteers
for the editorial collective are welcome and should
contact the Haldane Office with their details. I
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16Carcts on the table
Matt Foot and Chez Cotton explain how they unionised the law firm they work for

hose members of the Society who were
lucky enough to have made the trip to
Havana last September returned appar-
ently invigorated, having made new friends
and taken part in exchanges of ideas with
comrades in sister organisations from

around the world through the auspices of the IADL.
Many of the UK delegates had travelled in trepidation
having heard tales of the great dinosaur called IADL
that they were about to encounter. The consensus
on return appeared to be that although the bureau-
cracy might have its drawbacks the organisation
itself had much to offer not least of which was the
fellowship offered by members of all those sister
organisations. The vibrancy and idealism of the peo-
ple of Cuba and the inspiration afforded by Fidel
Castro served as a reminder that whatever many
may think at home, socialism is not an ideal from the
past but a commitment to the future and something
that many likeminded people around the globe are
still committed to striving for.

Meanwhile back on home shores the first Labour
government for 18 years was drawing to a close and
preparingi itself for re-election. Not much for social-
ists to write home about. True there had been
advances in the field of employment rights, with a
legal right to trade union recognition, and a minimum
wage for example and for individual rights the incor-
poration of the ECHR bythe Human Rights Act, but in
the field of law and order the gauntlet had well and
truly been thrown down with the proposalto withdraw
the right to elect trial by jury for offences triable
either way. This attack on such a basic tenet of our
fundamental freedom prompted a rapid response
from members of the Society and members have
been active in setting up a campaign to resist the
government's proposals. As can be seen from the
extract from Mike Mansfield's speech and the
accompanying article from members of the crime
sub-committee this is an issue that all Haldane
Society members should take seriously.
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An edited version of a
speech to the Haldane
Society on trial by jury by
Michael Mansfield

'The s g

'How do we
ensure that the

final erosion does
not occur?'

that most of you will recognise just how significant it is. It is the
single most important aspect of criminal justice.

Jury trial is to be regarded as the single most important facet
of our working lives and not because, as Jack Straw and no doubt
Derry Irving believe,that we are in it for the money. 

.We 
regard

it as important, not for us, but for the people we represent, for
reasons which I will touch on in a moment. If we do regard it as
the single most important feature of the criminal justice system,
how do we promote that?

As the Haldane Societ¡ and as lawyers who believe in that
commitment, who do we have to persuade? It is not the public
because on all the occasions that the public is canvassed about
this proposition, whether it be through media programmes, the
newspapers or through Royal Commissions there is overwhelm-
ing support for trial by jury. 'We don't have to win the moral
ground, unlike double jeopardy and the right to silence, which
the public found rather difficult, and which are rather difficult
concepts. This one is not difficult to sell. The public are with us.
That is not the problem.

So, who are the people that we as a group have to address?
Very simply, it is the politicians. It is true that there are some
members of the legal establishment who have always found jury
trial anathema and who have always attacked the r:ight to jury
trial. They have suggested that either they are ignorant, easily
'nobbled' or whatever the rationale is that has been put forward
by various Lord Chief Justices in the past and some of the higher
judiciary now. That kind of criticism is in the wings.

However, it isn't the bulk of the judiciary that we need to per-
suade. It is those politicians who have sufficient power to push the
Bill through in the way they have been claiming that they want to
do. As the House of Lords twice has rejected the Mode of Trial Bill
in forms one and two, the Government were threatening to use the
Parliament Act to push it through. Now they have another way

of doing it and that is where the Auld Report comes in. The rea-
son that I am focusing on politicians is that I think that the first
focus has to be a concerted campaign by the Haldane Society or by
a campaign group against these proposals. It is best to try and get
an umbrella group that focuses on all members of Parliament, par-
ticularly those who voted in favour of this proposition on the last
occasion. They need approaching through oral and written means..We 

are all part of constituencies in different parts of London and
probably elsewhere. If we regard jury trial as a focal point for a

criminal justice system, we must not allow the Government to
usurp the principles underlying the system by infiltrating con-
cepts such as the yob culture and law and order to persuade the
public that they are more anxious about clamping down, whether
it be on May 1st or any other da¡ on social disorder and increas-
ing police numbers. 'We do not want that sort of thing to usurp
what the criminal justice debate is all about. I think that the pub-
lic, like everyone else, have very short memories. Unless this par-
ticular flame is kept alight it is going to go out.

Labou/s U-turn
'We have an obligation to ensure that the propositions that I have
set out are kept in the forefront of everybody's mind. One of the
ways that I have used in public meetings is by merely reading out
what Labour politicians said in opposition, before they were
elected. If you need a source text or a document to use to get use-
ful quotes to throw at politicians look at the Juryman's Tale by
Trevor Grove. He was on a jury and he has written about his expe-
riences. The good thing about the book is that it is a warts and
all ¡ob. He is indicating the shortcomings but at the end of the
day he is coming down steadily in favour of juries. He was the
Daily Telegraph Edttor for some time and there is no question that
he is a journalist of some accreditation. The book has a number of
quotations from leading Labour politicians when they were in
opposition. One of the main people is of course Morris when he
was shadow Attorney General. He was then very strongly in
favour of the iury system. He is quoted as saying, although sorne-
how or another he has been convinced of the opposite within sec-

onds of getting elected, that: 'I regard the jury as one of the great
bastions of our liberty. I clo so whatever it's defects.'

The former Attorney General, Lord rùlilliams, also said a num-
ber of equally impressive statements in relation to the jury systqm,
as did Jack Straw. You may well be familiar with all of those but
when you put them altogether, they provide a starting place for
addressing Labour MP's as well as Tories. There can be no satis-
factory explanation from any MP as to why this U-turn has taken
place. They cannot suddenly pretend that from a high moral
ground they have recognised that the high moral ground never
existed, that it was all a mistake, they had not thought about it
whilst in opposition and they just said these things without any
meaning. They have to be asked what did they mean when they
said them? Then you wait for the answer, and assuming some of
them have got more than one brain cell, they will give you some
ânswers. You then say to them'S7ell what has changed since
then? They will try and say 'no we are not doing away with jury
trials we are just doing away with the right to elect jury trial.'
That is the way that they dealt with the right to silence 'we are
not doing away with the right to silence, it is just that if you
exercise it, then there will be penalties...like guilt'. But that is
exactly what they are doing with the right to elect jury trial
because it is going to affect roughly one third of those who elect
for trial. We are dealing with thousands of cases per year in the
area of hybrid offences.

The Democrat¡c Argument
If the public who are already in favour, need any more support,
the most persuasive argument that they are always in favour of, is
the EP Thompson argument. It is also contained in the book. Not
only did EP Thompson say the same thing but so did Devlin in his
work on jury trials and so does Lord Alexander in this latest
work. They all say that the jury provides, not in the sense of an
election but nonetheless, a ballot which occurs at the beginning.
It is a jury of the members of the public who are keeping an eye
on how the system works. It is not just about deciding individ-
ual cases. They are actually passing judgment on the system.

Jury trial is one of the only few arenas in our lives where you
have an opportunity to see a result and to say if you don't like it,
whether it is Ponting or any of these other comparable cases. To
be able to say'we do not like what you, as the government, are

doing in these courts', that is part of the object of the exercise,
To scrutinise with great care, conscientious care, how a govern-
ment is performing, whether it be the DPP, the Attorney General,
whoever happens to be prosecuting, and of course the judiciary
itself. That was EP Thompson's point. It is a meeting point, a cru-
cible, in which the public come face to face with the system in a
way in which they do not in any other sense, unless they aÍe acttr-
ally locked up behind bars and arrested. That democratic element
is a key feature that has to be emphasised time and again.

The Auld Report
The Home Secretary will sit there implacably listening to all the
arguments, whether they be about democrac¡ whether they be
about that it is not going to save any money, whether they be
about the fact that Defendants do not manipulate the jury system,
whatever it is, he will listen but he will not move because in fact
they are now committed to this policy of resisting anything that
goes against their proposal. You will have to deal with their argu-
ments, to show the fact that the Mode of Trial Bills and the Auld
provisions are actually going to create a more expensive process
and that Defendants do not manipulate the system in this way.
All of these arguments have to be addressed but the bottomline
is democracy,

However, the real problem in all of this is that the Government
are now going to say 'it is not us ânyway, we are not suggesting
this, it is Auld, he is suggesting this.' Now, this poses a real seri-
ous threat because not only are we are going to have to combine
and address arguments that have been heard many times, but in
addition we âre now facing a Report which is almost certainly
going to do the Government's job for it. The Report's recom-
mendations are likely to be firstly an adoption of Mode of Trial
Bill number one, which is draconian. Secondly Auld is going to
recommend a change in the nature of the district judiciary
whereby there will be a district judge with two lay magistrates sit-
ting alongside, with increased powers of sentencing up to four
years. That particular proposal is meant to be part of what he will
undoubtedly call 'streamlining' and he will put it over as a sort of
administrative act.

The third recommendation, which is even worse than the first )

n e most important feature of the cr¡mina just¡ce systemn
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) two put together, is to remove the right to jury trial anyway for
indictable offences. This is part of the drip facror rhat they have
been doing over mâny years. Every time they have a Crirninal
Justice Bill, they use it as a kind of dustbin in which âr rhe bot-
tom, when they hope no-one is lookir.rg, they knock off a few
more offences from the indictable list that can only be tried by
jury. In addition, the calendar of offences triable only by the dis-
trict judiciary gets larger every single year. So you now have a

situation where over 90 per cent of crime is being tried in the
lower courts and is not going for trial by jury anyway. In fact we
are actually dealing with a very small percentage and are fight-
ing already a last ditch stand on the right to jury trial.

As far as Auld is concerned, I am predicating a little as to what
he might say and of course he might not say it, but that is what
we have been firmly led to believe. In the context of this, there is
another history that needs to come in here. This is not the Devlin
school of thought, but the Hailsham school of thought, and that
of Denning and various others before him. All of them felt that
juries were not in fact the correct way of trying ordinary people
because they felt that it should be done by ¡udges only. They
thought juries did not understand and were not of the right class.
Hailsham âctually saying that the property owning classes were
the only kind of people who should make the judgment. This is
a constant attack on the jury by some members of the higher judi-
ciary who show a real hostility to the idea that ordinary people
could get anything right at all.

The lssue of Disclosure
The Auld Report, is likely to be a consideration of the judicial his-
tory of the attacks on the jury system over many years and an
analysis of how he has come to his conclusions. One of the areas
of most difficulty, but that is particularly one for lawyers to
address, is one that I think is a very strong argument is the issue
of Disclosu¡e. I do not think that it will hâve any particular pub-
lic attraction because they will think 'what is disclosure, what are
you on about'. Disclosure is perhaps the single most sensitive area
where there have been more miscarriages of justice over the last
fifteen years than in äny other area, even confessions. Non-dis-
closure is really what I am talking about. The provisions on dis-
closure, which of course this government backed and took on
from the Tories has in fact produced a situation which is now
worse thân it was in the Judith Ward case. In other words, the
risk of miscarriages of justice via non-disclosure is now much
greater than it ever was before. There have been increased num-
ber of ex-parte hearings in private in which people are not rep-
resented. At the moment, to some extent, you can overcome some
of this because there is a jury who obviously do not know about
the disclosure hearings.

Now, why do I emphasise Disclosure? It is because a disclosure
hearing, whether in the absence of the Defendant or in particu-
lar with the Defendant and his representative, involves the judi-
ciary performing the role, that was anticipated that the judiciary
should perform, that is a monitoring role throughout the câse,
to ensure that any material that the Prosecution have, that might
be relevant to an issue in the case is constantly reviewed set
against the public policy and national security and so on. If the
balance comes down in favour of the Defendant, the Judge can
say 'Ah, I remember I read a document about this. I think this is
the moment at which this document should be disclosed to the
defence.' It is a rolling review. As judges âre not coming in with
the verdict, the fact that they might have seen material which is
adverse to a defendant, which they often do and you don't know
what it is they have seen, can just about be lived with. Disclosure
hearings are not so difficult in a Crown court triâl because there

Judges âre not passing judgment. It is a jury who decide on the
facts.

Auld and Disclosure
Now, I know that Auld has found this the most difficult area to
contend with because I have been to a meeting where this whole
complexity has had to be faced. If a trial is only going to be in

front of a District Judge or District Judge plus two lay magis-
trates, how are they going to deal with disclosure when that same
bench is going to decide guilt and innocence? It is no good say-
ing that they will have a different bench because they have an
obligation to have a rolling review throughout the case. So if they
have a preliminary application in front of one lot and then say
well now we'll go off and have another lot, the other lot will still
have to know what it is that has not been disclosed. Moreover,
it does not only apply to high-profile cases. Disclosure is a theme
and an aspect that can apply to all levels of cases and is becoming
increasingly important. In many cases you never know there has
been a disclosure hearing because you haven't been told. You
only discover later because you pick up something or a Judge, as

I've had in a few cases, lets something slip and you sa¡ well I
don't know where your Lordship got that. Now, what is Auld
going to do about it?'!lell, at the moment, they seem to be striv-
ing to say that they are going to get, and I don't know if this is a
final proposal, a bench or another magistrate.

This issue is interesting because they are talking about costs
and economy and when you get into the nitty-gritty you are going
to have another District Judge, sitting with the bench, whose
role is different and whose role is to review the disclosure at the
be have to know what
is e to sit through the
he se as it develops and
co to nip out and look
at a document which

'We will have to deal with their
arguments, to show that the
Mode of Trial Bills and the Auld
provisions are going to create
a more expensive process'

relates to this issue that you were dealing with.'I don't know how
they are going to resolve it but that was one of the ideas that
they were coming up with.

Procedure and Cost
The problem is, certainly as far as the European Convention is
concerned and the right to a fair trial and so forth, how they are
going to ensure that justice is seen to be done when you are a
defendant sitting there and you think that this bench might have
seen stuff which is not in your favour but they are not telling
you what it is. They might have had a hearing in secrer and you
are convicted and you cannot appeal on that basis because you
don't know what it is that you haven't seen.

There is a further aspect and I just pur it out because we have
to think how we are going to address the issue. If they are going
to talk about money, how is this proposed Mode of Trial system
going to work, given there is going to be a right of appeal built
into it. Now this is quite important because the last Lord Chief
Justice, Bingham, finally agreed to Government proposals pro-
vided there was a built in right of appeal. In other words, if you
lose your representations and submissions and the bench decides
to have it tried at the lower court, the proposal is that you are
allowed a right of appeal straight awayi obviously you can't go
on to trial and then decide if you are going on to appeal the mode

don't want to be seen as people who are just shouting off about
Magna Carta. rùle are not just putting forward principles without
looking at the nuts and bolts of these arguments. There are other
arguments about the question of the right of appeal and costing
these processes.

Gampaign Proposals
I think besides targeting all candidates in the election and before
the election, they have to be targeted after the election as well.
They need to have in front of them lust as a startlng polnt, one
sheet of paper which sets out the main arguments. There need to
be meetings organised as we did before, some in the House of
Commons and some outside. The campaign should be led by
someone who is not a lawyer because the constant refrain is
'lawyers would say that wouldn't they'. It's much better to get, if
possible, a member of the public who is not a lawyer. I think we
need to think about the publication of collected essays that have
been written over the last one hundred years or more in relation
to the different âspects of jury trial and the way that various
people have supported it. There are other obvious arenas besides
radio programmes, television programmes and newspapers. It has
to be a full frontal maintained alert to the public about what we
are facing so that they can also bring pressure to bear on the
politicians. 'Sle need some sort of broadsheet willing to back a
series of articles. Sometimes, you might have to approach press
that you might not otherwise approach, in order to reach people
who you might not otherwise reach. All these avenues have to
be considered and this requires ensuring that a lot of money is
raised in order to do it. One is going to have to approach the
Bar Council, the Law Society and large law firms which have
apparently backed jury trial all the way through. They have to
start putting their money where their mouth is because'this is
going to be the last opportunity to really make a stand on this. If
we don't make a stand on it this year, it is lost. It is seriously lost.
And it will be our generation that will be responsible for allowing
it to go with a whimper. I
O Special thanks to Lara Maroof and Kate Aubrey-Johnson for typing
up a manuscript of Michael Mansfìeld's speech,

l
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poet-in-residence at Tooks Court Chambers, sponsored
by the Poetry Society. During his residency he composed
these poems as contributions to Socialist Lawyter I have stood for so many minutes of silence in my time

I have stood many one minutes for
Blair Peach,

Colin Roach

And
Akhtar Ali Baig,
And every time I stand for them
The silence kills me.
I have performed on stage for
Alton Mannìng
Now I stand in silence for
Alton Manning,

One minute at a time, and every minute counts.
When I am standing stìll in the still silence

I always wonder ìf there is something
About the deaths of
Marcia Laws
Oscar Okoye

Or
Joy Gardner
That can wake this sleepy nation.

Are they too hot for cool Britannia?

My athletic feet are tired

Of standing for one minutes of srlence for

Christopher Alder,

I should be dancing with him,

Rìcky Reel

Stephen Lawrence
And
Brian Douglas

Make srlence very difficult for me.

I know they did not go silently,

I know that we have come to this
Because too many people are staying sìlent.

What Stephen Lawrence ht us
We know who the killers are,

We have watched them strut before us

As proud as sick Mussolinis',
We have watched them strut before us

Compassionless and arrogant,
They paraded before us,

Like angels of death
Protected by the law.

The silences are painful,

They make me nervous,

I fear falling over

Or being captured and made a slave
So I will not close my eyes.
I look at the floor for ten seconds
I look to my left for ten seconds
I look to my right for ten seconds,

I spend ten seconds scanning the room

Looking for someone that looks like my mother,

I spend ten seconds looking for spies
And ten seconds are spent looking at the person

Who called the one minute of silence,
And I wonder how do they count their minute?
I always spend the extra seconds
Looking for people I know,

Wondering how long they will live.

It is now an open secret
Black people do not have
Chips on their shoulders,
They just have injustice on their backs
And justice on their minds,
And now we know that the road to liberty
ls as long as the road from slavery. We are not talking about war or revenge

We are not talking about hypothetics or possibilities,

We are talking about where we are now
We are talking about how we live now
ln this state
Under this flag, (God Save the Queen),
And god save all those black children who want to grow up
And god save all the brothers and sisters

Who like raving,

Because the death of Stephen Lawrence

Has taught us that racism is easy when

You have friends in high places.

And friends in high places

Have no use whatsoever

When they are not your friends.

When I stand in silence for
MichaelMenson
Manish Patel

Or
Ricky Reel

I am ovenruhelmed with honest militancy,

l've listened to the life stories of
Stephen Lawrence

Kenneth Severin
And
ShijiLapite
And now I hear them crying for all of us,

I hear so much when I stand

For a minute of silence.

The death of Stephen Lawrence

Has taught us to love each other
And never to take the tedious task
Of waiting for a bus for granted.

Watching his parents watching the cover-up
Begs the question

What are the trading standards here?

Why are we paying for a police force
That will not work for us?

I spend hours considering our trials and
Trìbulations,

I seem to have spent a lifetime
Thinking about death;
Rolan Adams
Will not leave me.

l've tried to look at this scientifically
I've tried to look at this religiously,

But I don't want to limit myself either way.

I've spent so much time standing in silence,
It reminds me of being in trouble
ln the headmaster's office,
Waiting for the judgement.

I've spent hours
Standing for minutes
Pondering the meaning of life
The reason for death
And considering my time and space.
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The death of Stephen Lawrence
Has taught us

That we cannot let the illusion of freedom
Endow us with a false sense of security as we walk the streets,
The whole world can now watch
The academics and the super cops
Struggling to define institutionalised racism
As we continue to die in custody
As we continue emptying our pockets on the pavements,

And we continue to ask ourselves
Why is it so official
That black people are so often killed

Without killers?

Dear IVr Condon,

Pop out of Teletubby land,

And visìt reality,

Come to an honest Place
And get some advice from your neighbours,
Be enlightened by our community,

Neglect your well-paid ignorance
Because

We know who the killers are.

The truth is,

Being the person that I am

I would rather shout for hours,

I wanna make a big noìse for my sisters,
Mothers and brothers,

I want to bear a million love children

To overrun the culture of cruelty,

I want babies that will live for a lifetime,

I don't want to silence their souls

I don't want them to be seen and not heard,
I want them to be heard

I want them loud and Proud.
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TUrk¡sh
lauryers
denounce
tortuÍe of
pol¡tical

Iprrsoners

by Kathy Lowe
awyers of political prisoners on hunger strike in Turkey
are being harassed and abused. Yet many are helping to
expose the intensifuing repression used by Turkish au-
thorities to keep the lid on the crisis in iti jails. Despite
muzzling the media and massively stepping up repres-

against political prisoners,lawyers,human rights
leaders and trade unionists, the Turkish government has failed to
break an unprecedented hunger strike by over 1,200 Turkish po-
litical prisoners.

This was the conclusion of a fact-finding delegation from
Britain and Ireland that visited Turkey in January at the invitation
of the Solidarity Committee with Political Prisoners in Turkey (DE-
TUDAK).

Members of the delegation included civil rights lawyer Jim
Nichol, Kathy Lowe of the National Union of Journalists, Jimmy
Kelly from Síaterford, Ireland representing the Tiansport and Gen-

eral 
.Workers 

Union and Secretary of Scottish CND Brian Quail.
Their visit was organised following the violent storming of 20 jails
by security forces on 19 December which left 30 prisoners dead
and hundreds more severely injured.

ciation - the right to organise. The authorities are building 11 of
these F-type prisons, three of which have already been completed
and which hold between one and three people in a cell.

Political prisoners across the country, had been kept in large
communal areas largely under their own control. That was until

the December attack when troops armed with guns, incendiary
bombs and nerve gas . This massive
assault, condemned organisations
and on 17 Januaty was aimed at
smashing the hunger in the jails for
good.

Firdes Kirblyik a 3O-year old leader of the health trade union
who survived the raid on Gebze prison told the delegation: "The

"The troops dragged us out
of our cells at gunpoint,
demanding to know which of
us were on the death fast"

troops dragged us out of our cells at gunpoint, demanding to know
which of us were on the death fast. Iühen we refused to answer the
prison guards indicated the room where the hunger strikers were
lying. The soldiers then threw in nerve gas and closed the door."

The raid ended with a number of political prisoners suffering
rape by truncheons and other forms of brutal treatment as 1096
of them were moved to the new isolation prisons. "They didn't
take us there, they beat us there," said Oursun Armutlu, recently
released from prison and interviewed by the delegation in Istanbul's
Okmeydaivi hospital. He described how in their F-type cells, still
on hunger strike, he and others were routinely tortured, kept in the
cold and dark wrapped only in blankets.

Lawyers confirm the prisoners' version of events. At a meet-
ings in Istanbul the chairperson of the Progressive Lawyers' Asso-
ciation, which has 40,000 members across the country, described
how lawyers were refused âccess to their clients after the 19 De-
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Tl¡rkish lawyers
denounce torturc of
political prisoners

cember raid. They had since managed to meet them but were con-
tinually harasssed and intimidated - forced to strip to their under-
wear and with their files taken from them.

Their time with their clients, they said, was being restricted to
ten minutes. They could interview them only by telephone, sepa-
rated by a glass panel, and with the prison guards listening in.

Outraged by the human rights abuses in the isolation cells and
by the obstacles being put in the way of the lawyers representing
them, the Progressive Lawyers'Association produced a report on
the situation.'!íhen 

the Minister of the Interior refused to meet the Associa-
tion to discuss the report its leaders released it to the media. They
have continued to try to publicise the demands of the hunger strik-
ers: for closure of the T-rype' cells, for an end to torture, for the
killers of the prisoners on 19 December to be brought to trial and
for the prisoners'families and lawyers to have the right to see them
without intimidation.

ln 1996, an earlier hunger strike by political prisoners against
the threatened introduction of isolation cells forced the govern-
ment to back off, but not before 1.2 prisoners had died. This time,
like the Thatcher government during the H Block hunger strikes,
the Turkish regime has staked its authority on completely de-
stroying a whole layer of its political opponents.

However the Türkish government is on the defensive since the
country's trade unions showed their muscle in a general strike
against austerity on 1 December 2000. The last thing Turkey needs,
as a leading member of NAIO and as a candidate member of the
EU, is a human rights scandal of such proportions. But the regime
is being forced to step up and extend the repression in a bid to
keep the lid on the prison turmoil.

The delegation met distraught relatives of hunger strikers who
had been assaulted by guards when they tried to visit the prisons.
It interviewed trade unionists who had been arrested during
protests and prominent intellectuals threatened with arrest for
founding the organisation ''!íriters and Artists Against the F-types'.

Five branches of the Turkish Human Rights Association have
been closed down. Its leaders, who in January briefed visiting rep-
resentatives of the European Committee for the Prevention of Tor-
ture from the Council of Europe, say it is now impossible for them
to hold news conferences without these being broken up by police.

Truo faces ofTurkqt:
øorkers on general
striÞe being harassed
by the police, and.
gouenûnent ttinisters
on tbe defensiue

. According to Human Rights Association Chairperson Hùsnù
OndùI, very few of Turkey's 10,000 political prisoners had been
convicted of acts of violence. Most had been sentenced to ten yeârs
or more for 'belonging to a banned organisation'. In a number of
cases, they had never been brought to trial. Youths o1 13 and'14
were âmong those who have been given heavy sentences under
anti-terrorist laws for simply handing out leaflets, flyposting or
joining demonstrations.

Many journalists and writers are also in jail and attempts to si-
lence the media have been central to the government's strategy. On
16 December the state securify court in Istanbul banned any broad-
casts or newspâpers reports about the isolation cells and hunger
strike. But leaders of all the main trade unions defied the ban , ap-
pearing together on TV after the prison raid to condemn the mas-
sacre by the security forces. Journalists, especially those from the
smaller papers of the far left, continue to play a cat and mouse game
with the authorities, determined to get the news of the hunger
strikes out to the rest of the world whatever the personal cost.

"As parents, we want to tell
them to stop the fast but we
can't. We respect and
support their political stand"

Every organisation the delegation met in Istanbul and Ankara
had close links with the Turkish community in the UK campaign-
ing in solidarity with the Turkish political prisoners. There was a
tremendous urgency, it was stressed at the meetings, for interna-
tional pressure on Turkey to be stepped up, for an EU wide ban on
arms sales, for an f,8 million grant for Turkey agreed by the EU to
be rescinded and the $10 billion austerity package agreed by the
IMF to be cancelled.

A final meeting of the delegation with prisoners' families
brought another reminder of the H Blocks. Ílhami Soner whose
son Mahmut and nephew Özgur are all on the death fast in an
Ankara prison described his anguish at seeing them now unable to
walk and beginning to lose their memories. "As parents," he said,
"we want to tell them to stop the fast but we can't. 'We respect
and support their political stand." I
Postscript: Since the report of the delegation in january, the sit-
uation has not improved. Death fasts are continuing and a further
delegation to Turkey in September was being proposed as we
went to press,
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hot July day in Leeds. The Crown Court's automatic
doors opened and one by one families emerged onto
the pedestrian walkway. Television cameras, press

as the
walked
contln-

ued to record the calm and dignified exit. It was operated by a

video surveillance team of the'llest Yorkshire Police. In their lens
were the relatives and friends of many of the 96 men, women and
children killed at Hillsborough Stadium over a decade earlier.

It was, at best, an insensitive and unnecessary intrusion at a

time of profound grief. Justified as "evidence gathering", the police
claimed to have had "intelligence about some threat to Mr Duck-
enfield and a potential threat for some disorder". To the families
this was the final, enduring act of the seven-week trial of two senior
police officers. It was an act which once again sullied their repu-
tation and that of their loved ones. "411 through the years we've
been made to feel like criminals", said a bereaved mother, "but
this is the last straw. \Øhat did they think we were going to do?"

Two years earlier the families had initiated the long overdue
private prosecution for manslaughter against the Match Com-
mander, Chief Superintendent David Duckenfield, and his assis-
tant, Superintendent Bernard Murray. There had been insufficient
evidence, according to the DPI to prosecute and both rnen had re-
tired on ill-health grounds thus avoiding the disciplinary case
against them. The ground-breaking private prosecution followed
years of campaigning to establish criminal liability and to force
disclosure of key documents, witness statements and personal files
on the deceased.

It had been just before the kick-off of the FA Cup Semi-Final be-
tween Liverpool and Nottingham Forest on 15 April 1989 when
a crush developed at the notorious bottleneck feeding the Leppings
Lane turnstiles outside the stadium. After some hesitation Duck-
enfield ordered the opening of exit gate C to relieve the congestion
and over 2,000 fans walked unstewarded through the gate and
down the tunnel opposite. Unknown to fans the tunnel fed the al-
ready full central pens. There was no way out and no way back.
The crush outside trahsferred inside with fatal consequences.

The prosecution case was straightforward. People died in the
pens because they could not escape and could not breathe. Physi-
call¡ the principal cause of death was asphyxiation. Lord Justice
Taylor, back in 1989, found the "main cause" of the disaster to be
overcrowding. But, according to the prosecution, it occurred be-
cause the two defendants had been "grossly negligent, wilfully ne-
glecting to ensure the safety of supporters".'llith 

a clear view from the Police Control Box above and ad-
jacent to the terrace, serviced by a bank of CCTV monitors, the of-
ficers not only had the responsibility but also the capacity to
observe the overcrowded pens. The prosecution argued that they
should have sealed off the tunnel, policed the crowd and diverted
fans to
police

the half-empty side pens. Lord Justice Taylor had identified
mismanagement of the crowd to be the "main

reason" for the disaster.
The prosecution accepted that "these men's inertia,

their abject failure to take action" was not the "only
cause of this catastrophe". Hillsborough was "old,
shabby, badly arranged". A "police culture" prevailed

As the case progressed in Court 5,
both former officers, their legal costs
underwritten by the South Yorkshire
Police Authority, sat impassively
alongside their legal teams. Day after
day families filled the court. What
they all knew, but could not disclose,
was that Mr Justice Hooper had al-
ready ensured that even if found
guilty neither man would go to

prison. In presenting his committal ruling four months earlier he
opined, "the thought of being convicted for a serious offence must
be a strain on anybody", but the "greatest worry" for a police of-
ficer was the anticipation of imprisonment.

Thus he took a "highly unusual course" to "reduce to a signif-
icant extent the anguish being suffered". Given the emotions sur-
rounding Hillsborough, the judge considered that the former
officers would risk serious injury even death, in prison. Custod¡
therefore, was not an option. The families were stunned not be-
cause they demanded a custodial sentence but because, yet again,
it appeared to give police officers a kind of immuniry. Not a word
of this could be spoken or published until after the trial.

The prosecution called 24 witnesses whose collective evidence
demonstrated the overcrowding in the central pens and its visibil-
ity from around the stadium. Duckenfield declined to give evi-
dence. Murra¡ "haunted by the memory of Hillsborough", was
remorseful but denied negligence. Defence witnesses amounted to
a handful of residents and character referees. After weeks of legal
wrangling, CCTV footage and cross-examination, Mr Justice

Hooper put the four-part manslaughter test to the jury.
First, foreseeability: that "a reasonable match commander

... allowing a large number of spectators to enter the stadium
through exit gate C without closing the tunnel would create

an obvious and serious risk of death to the spectators" in
the central pens. Second, could he have taken "effective
steps ... to close off the tunnel" thus preventing the

deaths?" Third, was the lury "sure that the failure to take
such steps was neglect?" Fourth, was the failure "so bad in all

the circumstances as to amount to a serious criminal of-

nised the overcrowding, then from the police control box Duck-
enfield and Murray could not miss it.

Duckenfield's counsel denied that he had "unlawfully killed
those 96 victims". The events had been "unforeseeable and
unique" and gave rise to a "physical phenomenon" without prece-
dent in the stadium's history. It had occurred in the tunnel and
projected people forward with such ferocity that those in the pens
were crushed to death. His explanation wâs that a small minority
of over-eager fans, possibly those who had caused crushing at the
turnstiles, were responsible for the explosion of unanticipated force
in the tunnel. It was a far-fetched yet convenient explânâtion; a

'hidden' cause that could not be verified.
Murray's counsel contested the idea of 'slow-motion negli-

gence'. The disaster "struck out of the blue"; the deaths unfore-
seeable. No reasonably competent senior officer could have
anticipated the sequence of events that unfolded. Yes, there were
deficiencies in policing Hillsborough but the defendants could not
be singled out to "cârry the can". The prosecution wâs no more
than an exercise in scapegoating.

Mr Justice Hooper reminded the jury that they had to judge
the case "by the standards of 1989" when "caged pens were ac-
cepted". Such pens had been acceptable "as a response to hooli-
ganism". The defendants had to be judged as "reasonable
professionals", meaning "an ordinary competent person - not a
Paragon or a prophet". The jury also had to carefully consider the
circumstances. llhen the exit gâte wâs opened "death was not in

the reckoning of those officers". They responded to a "life and
death situation" at the turnstiles and the jury had to accept that
"this was a crisis". The ¡udge warned the jury to "be slow to find
fault with those who act in an emergency".

In an insensitive comment that deeply hurt and offended the
bereaved the judge instructed, "the mere fact that there has been
a disaster does not make these rwo defendants negligent". A guilty
verdict would reflect negligence "so bad to âmount to a very seri-
ous offence in a crisis situation". He put two questions to the jury:
"\ùíould a criminal conviction send out a wrong message to those
who have to react in an emergency and take decisions? \ùlould it
be right to punish someone for taking a decision and not consid-
ering the consequences in a crisis situation?" These questions, re-
peated later when the jury sought clarification of the relationship
between negligence and serious criminal act, were concerned with
policy rather than evidence.

After 26 hours deliberation the judge agreed to accept a ma-
jority verdict. Over five hours later Bernard Murray was acquitted.'llithin hours the jury was discharged without reaching a verdict
on Duckenfield and the judge refused an application for retrial. A
bereaved father reflected the families'feelings: "I never expected a
conviction, especially after the judge's direction. But people on that
jury held out and the case went all the way ..."

Certainly the judge's comments concerning the potential impact
of a guilty verdict on future responses of emergency services' pro-
fessionals caused surprise and concern, Yet the families felt vindi-
cated in taking the prosecution. While the DPP had ruled against
a prosecution on the grounds of insufficiency of evidence, seven
weeks in Leeds and a deadlocked jury suggested otherwise. The re-
lationship between negligence and serious criminal act troubled
the jury as it had the inquest jury nine years earlier. At that time the
Coroner directed that negligence could be incorporated within ac-
cidental death and that had been the majority verdict returned.

The private prosecution was not malicious nor vengeful; neither
was it about attributing all blame and all responsibility to two
men. It was about establishing culpability for their part in the dis-
aster. That there was â case to answer and, in the end, the jury
could not decide on Duckenfield's culpabilit¡ demonstrated that
the families' pursuit of justice, however limited, wâs not miscon-
ceived.

Hillsborough and its aftermath stand as appalling indictments
of all involved with the accommodation, organisation and polic-
ing of football. It was an avoidable disaster which led to the cal-
lous treatment of the bereaved in the immediate aftermath, the
systematic review and alteration of police statements and the lack
of disclosure of key evidence. The Home Office inquir¡ the in-
quests, the judicial review, the civil actions, the judicial scrutiny
and, finall¡ the private prosecutions together raise serious ques-
tions about the institutional, structural and embedded deficiencies
in the law and its administration. What the bereaved and survivors
have discovered, to their financial and personal cost, is that the
theatre of the law has little to do with the discovery of truth and
the realisation of justice.l
O Professor PHIL SCRATON is Director of the Centre for Studies
in Crime and Social Justice at Edge Hill University College. His re-
vised and updated Hillsborough: The Truthwas published by Main-
stream November 2000, price Ê9 99, ISBN: 1-84018-156-7 and
contains a full analysis of the private prosecution.

fence ? "
In his closing speech for the prosecution Alun Jones

QC argued that the police "mind-set" was hooliganism
at the expense of crowd safety amounting to a serious
failure best illustrated as "neglect". There had been
no "split-second decision" but "slow-motion negli-

"According to the prosecution, the
disaster occurred because the two
defendants [police officers Duckenfield
(left) and Murray (right)l had been
'grossly negligent, wilfully neglecting to
ensure the safety of supporters"'
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When the Employment Relations
Act (ERA) received Royal Assent
on 27Ih July 1999 there was
criticism that it did not go far
enough to turn the tide of Tory
anti-trade union laws. However,
legal workers at Christian Fisher
solicitors used the new legislation
to introduce recognition for the
GMB at their workplace. Ghez
Gotton and Matt Foot
explain how they d¡d ¡t

were particularly irrterested in this provision.
Christian Fislter is a leading civil rights firm in central London.

Ir specialises in httnratr rights cases, public enquires, Trade Union
work and has a highly respected criminal department. It has
expanded considerably in the last year and now employs over
40 members of staff situated between two buildings. Expansion
has necessitated change and we are keen to maintain the positive
relationship rhat has been enjoyed to date between the staff and
the partners.

Discussions took place on rhe best way ro establish new effec-

workers we believed that a natural extension of the principles of
Christian Fisher was to promote unionisation within the legal

he ERA gives a new statutory right for Trade Union
recognition where the workforce shows its support
by a majority joining a union or voting in favour of
recognition. Once recognised the union has a right to
negotiate for the best possible conditions for their
meml¡ers in the workplace. At Chrisrian Fisher we

Paft of tbe unìon:
legal uorkers at
Chistian Fislter

profession generally. The rnajority of those rvorkir.rg in larv are
extrerncly susceptible to cxploitatiotr irnd poor trerttmcrtt frotìl
tl'reir employers. Recent t'epo¡rs in the Lau, Society Gazette det¿ril

¿rn inclr,rsrrv rvhere bullving, discrirnirrirtiotr otr the grourrds of
r'¿rcc, scx ancl dis¿rbilitt,, stressful rvorking plactices and Health
& Safetv breaches are rife.

A further concem rv¿ls tlrat tnany lvorkels in left wing finns,
busy defencling the rights of other people, are experienciug a

steady decline in their own conditions of employment. Legal Aid
firms are under increasing pressure flom the Legal Services
Corrurission with block contracting, to take on more cases for
less cost, r'vith r¡ore administrative and bureaucratic burdens.
This has rneant longer hours, increasing stress, less tnonel' arrd
few be¡reÉits for workers doing this type of rvork.

These sort of pressures have led to surprisingly militant action
of lawyers in Brighton who rvìthdrew their services for 24 hours
in order to plotest at the govenrment's plans for crin-rinal con-
tractlng.

With this in mind we made enquiries to various unions, as to
who rnight offer r.rs the l¡est deal. 'We were keen to make sttre
that both legal and non-legal staff were given the same level of
representation, commitment aud expertise. We also wanted a

union that would actively support a campaign for better condi-
tious in the legal industry on a national level.

Our initial research revealed that the GMB rvas by far the
best option for our particular circumstances. We could join the
APEX/Commercial Services part of London Central, which is
lar:gell,made trp of people rvorking in the legal field. lvlembership
rvas d8.00 per rnonrh, rvith reductions available for part tirne
r.vorkels and rhose on a low income. The unior-r can assisr wìth
Occupatior.ral Injury claims, Road accidents claims, Accident ben-
efit (fol mernbers and their family) and will even provide for a

rvill! We would also have access to research facilities and use of
a press department.

Sarn Gurney, the GMB Organising Officer dealing rvith us,
senr inforr-nation and nrernbership fo¡ms for us to clistribute.

The four core members divided the rvorkforce between them
zrncl approached each indìvidLral worker outlining benefits of join-
ing a union and the plan to carnpaign on a rvider scale for
irnproved conclitions for all law workers. hr the process of signing
up staff to the union it was apparent that there were concerns
arnongst sraff about cornmon issues such as holidays and health
and safety. It did not take long to reach over 507o menrbership.
\ü/hen this was achieved we sent a fornal letter to the partners
explaining that we rvould be requesting a Recognition Agreement
rvith the GMB under the ERA. '!le outlined our intentions and
the benefits to the firm and the legal profession generally.

In the following two weeks four more staff members, Pete

Jackson, Sarah King, Amber Nicholls and Geraldine Quigley
joined the core group to act as a liaison committee between part-
ners and staff. This meant that the views of the support staff,
trainees, civil and criminal department were all well represented.

Within a month 95"/" of the staff had joined the union and it
is likely that we will achieve 100% membership.

Sam Gurne¡ GMB organising officer, and Anna Meyer, the
GMB organiser responsible for law firms, attended the offices of
Christian Fisher to meet members and deal with enquiries. They
signed the Recognition Agreement on behalf of the GMB. This
was then given to the partners of Christian Fisher, Mike Fisher,
Louise Christian and Sadiq Khan, who countersigned the agree-
ment and gave us a letter of support stating,

"As the firm expands, it is important that the excellent rela-
tionship that exists between all members of staff continues. We
look forward to working with the Trade Union to improve the
environment and conditions of all staff. "

'$le achieved recognition in the record time of four wéeks.
Our Recognition Agreement enshrines the principle that the

GMB and Christian Fisher have a common objective in using
the process of negotiation to benefit the firm and the employees.
It is agreed that matters of change or dispute are best resolved
through discussion and agreement and prior consultation with
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I the GMB will take place before any change in the terms or con- union representatives have attended the excellent three day intro-
ditions of employment or work practices are implemented. ductory course organised by the GMB at the union offices. We
Practical facilities and time off is given to union reps so that they have a Health & Safety Rep and Safery Officer ro consider issues
can carry out their duties. in our workplace. 'Sle will be negotiating with the partners

lØe realise that many firms in private practice will be less shortly on a number of issues. The firm benefits from our collec-
accommodating than Christian Fisher in encouraging the estab- tive effort and expertise. As workers we are able to input into
lishment of a union. However, the GMB and the TUC provide a decisions that affect us. The process has also increased þolitical
wide range of support and training courses to help new unions awareness within the firm.
establish. They will be happy to discuss tactics and use their vast The union at Christian Fisher has provided a forum in which
experience of assisting workers in workplaces with employers all members of staff are able to actively participate in their work-

.hostile to unionisation. The Employment Relations Act does offer ing experience. There is a more interaction, support and under-
Protection against reluctant employers. Recognition of a Trade standing between the different departments. Once we are prop-
Union is compulsory if there is majority sup-

iåi Xi'ffTli,'iïJ';:,'.'l:t:;:',':t "The un¡on at Christian Fisher has
employees in imposing recognition.

The Act also makes it illegal to discriminate
against an employee on the grounds of their
Trade Union membership or activities, whether
that discrimination consists of an act or a fail-
ure to act. The Secretary of State is given
enabling powers to issue regulations outlaw-
ing the compilation and use of blacklists of
Trade Union members. There is a right to take
industrial action without being sacked.

It is also important to note that workers
now have the right to be represented by a Trade Union Official at
grievance or disciplinary hearings, whether a union is recognised
or not, or co-worker of their choice.

Other key changes of the ERA include the right not to accepr
a change to a personal contract, an increase in the maximum limit
for compensation for unfair dismissal to f50,000 and family
friendly provisions aimed at helping employees to combine work
and family life.

At Christian Fisher the union has now set up working parries
to update our grievance and disciplinary procedure in line with
the new ACAS code published in September 2000 and to outline
creative proposals to improve our working conditions. Three

prov¡ded a forum in which all the staff
are able to actively participate in their

rs a more
derstanding

,,

erly established both workers and the firm will benefit. We are
determined to not only achieve positive changes in our own
workplace but also to encourage other law workers to unionise
and contribute to improving conditions in the legal profession. To
this end we are compiling an information pack on how to
unionise within a law firm. We will publish details in the legal
press shortly. I
O CHEZ GOTTON is Union Co-ordinator and a civil rights solici-
tor at Christian Fisher. MATT FOOT is Union Press Officer and a
criminal solicitor at Christian Fisher. They are happy to provide
further information and can be contacted onO2O7 831 1750.
O The GMB is contactable on 0208 2O2 8272.

had to go to

ne of the things which
Labour governments are
good at is agreeing to hold
public inquiries. Even so
the victims and possible
victims of Harold Shipman

the Divisional Court to get a

there is unlikely to be any change there.
Another problem is where repeated

public inquiries make the same recom-
mendations but these are just shelved or
ignored. The death of poor little Anna
Climbie comes sixteen years after the
deaths of Tyra Henry and Jasmine Beck-
ford in 1984 and the Public Inquiry re-
ports into those deaths by (respectively)
Stephen Sedley and Louis Blom Cooper
both recommended better training and su-
pervision for social workers involved in
child protection. And the history of rail-
way safety throws up an even greater ex-
ample of the ability of governments and
the press to ignore and then forget the rec-
ommendations of public inquiries. The
report into the Clapham Rail Disaster of
1988 by Mr Justice Hidden recommended
that automatic train protection be in-
stalled throughout the network within five
years. This was shelved by the then Con-
servative government on costs grounds
("the value of a life") and then forgotten
by the press and public until the Southall
and Ladbroke Grove crashes killed a total
of 38 people whose lives would have been
saved by it.

Railways also demonstrate the limita-

tions of public inquiries in other ways.
I7hile the Ladbroke Grove crash hap-
pened shortly after the start of the Southall
Public Inquir¡ the Hatfield derailment oc-
curred during the Ladbroke Grove Public
Inquiry and the Inquiry was still running
until late in December while the ensuing
breakdown and chaos on the rail network
followed. It felt at times somewhat unreal
to be discussing abstruse concepts of
safety management and the details of who
should audit railway safety cases while in
the real world there was melt down. The
possibility of restructuring or changing
ownership of the fragmented industry of
over 120 private companies was not in the
terms of reference of the Cullen Inquiry
and it is possible that the Inquiry is pro-
viding an alibi to the government not to
take on board the increasingly powerful
arguments to at least take Railtrack back
into some form of public ownership. A
similar contention could be made about
the failure of the prosecuting authorities
to provide any deterrence by a corporate
manslaugher prosecution or for govern-
ment to reform the relevant law (see post).
Hatfield itself is being investigated by an
internal industry inquiry held in secret of

proper public inquiry and the victims of
the Marchioness Disaster only got one
after spending three more years pleading
for one. Public inquiries are undoubtedly
the best way to ensure that the truth
comes out. Who can doubt this after the
Iight shed on ârms to Iraq by the detailed
evidence to the Scott Inquiry or more re-
cently the exposure of police racism by the
lnquiry into the death of Srephen
Lawrence or the report into government
dishonesty over BSE? But there are also
public inquiries which raise questions
about their proliferation, expense and
length and whether they are always able
ro rolu. all the problems they are intended
to address. One very obvious thing is that
if publ
pârent
be less
ever the disgraceful watering down of the
Freedom of Information Bill means that

Union
stewørdMntt
Foot plays
bis best cardl8l Socialist Lawyel O Summer 2001 Socialist Lawyer O Summer 2001 f l9
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) precisely the same nature and with pre-
sumably the same lack of salutary result
about which the Inquiry heard in relation
to previous incidents which should have
warned of the danger of signals constantly
passed at danger. [t is becoming increas-
ingly apparent that things cannot be
changed substantially without the injec-
tiori of a lot more government money ( the
cost of replacing large sections of the track
has increased and in the mean rime it
seems unlikely that much progress has
been made even in installing the cheaper
train protection warning system) but it is
at the very least unattrâctive to send ever
increasing sums of public money to pri-
vate companies which are inefficiently run
and give disproportionate awards to their
directors and shareholders.

Public inquiries can also seem alien to
the people who should be most involved in
them. Despite the small changes of form
(eg calling the Chairman or woman Sir or
Madam instead of My Lord) they are usu-
ally Íairly intimidating gatherings of senior
QCs engaging in all the usual court room
tricks and using court room language.
This can be a most inappropriate way for
a bereaved family to find out intimate de-
tails about the death of their relative and
in Ladbroke Grove I was relieved that this
happened in the Inquests heard in March
before the Public Inquiry started. Public
inquiries are also usually heavily depen-
dent on the input of one person who is
usually a High Court judge although there
is an increasing tendency to sit with asses-
sors, particularly where a technical issue
is being discussed. In the Lawrence Inquiry
Sir líilliam Macpherson sat with assessors
who were people active in promoting
good race relations which is likely to have
had a very positive influence on the con-
tents of the Report. But the perspective of
ordinary people as in the inquest jury is

often missing. Another factor is that
Public inquiries are often not that public.
I was shocked both in the Southall and in
the Ladbroke Grove inquiries by how lazy
the press are and how little detail is con-
tained in press reports. Even in Southall
where television câmerâs were allowed to
film witnesses (they were not in Lad-
broke Grove) the press were only
really interested in filming the

t)iiÌ¡
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long delay because of procedural and
other reasons).

Meanwhile however inquests continue
to be an extremely unsâtisfâctory means of
investigating any controversial death, let
alone one where police or prison staff con-
duct may be called into question in rela-
tion to a death in custody. Coroners who
alone decide which witnesses to call will
not inquire into management decisions or
policy or look at surrounding circum-
stances. For example rhe inquests into
deaths caused by restraint tend not to look
at issues about training or policy about
methods of restraint. Coroners want to
know only about the immediate circum-
stances giving rise to the death. There
needed to be a Public Inquiry into the Mar-
chioness disaster because at the Inquest in
1,995 the Coroner John Burton refused to
hear evidence about the management de-
cisions by South Coast Shipping and Tidal
Cruises Ltd which related to the disaster

Although

future and some Coroners are extremely
hostile to making recommendations and
will not call the evidence which will allow
them to be considered. One reason for this
is that such recommendations are often ig-
nored and there is no system for monitor-
ing them. But another is that each Coroner
is responsible for his or her own budget
and many tend to avoid determinedly for
cost reasons the calling of any expert evi-
dence beyond that of the pathologist.Some
of these problems are soluble (like the issue
of funding for representation at controver-
sial inquests which has now been ad-
dressed to some extent by the new
provisions for LSC funding) and if the gov-
ernment is worried about the number of
public inquiries happening it should be
looking at further reform of the inquest
system. The family of Zahid Mubarek who
died after being racially attacked in
Feltham Young Offenders Institute are de-
manding a public inquiry and it is quite
clear that the inquest will be simply inca-
pable of delivering the answers which are
needed about policy rowards known
racists and people with n.rental health
problems in prisons. Similarly successive
inquests have failed to address what is
going wrong in relation to restraint deaths
particularly of black people.

As already mentioned another big issue
for families in these sort of cases is that of
accountability. One of the concerns which
unites the victims of disasters and the fam-
ilies of those who die controversial deaths
in ice
th or
ca in
custody police very
rarely prosecu have
beenastringo snot
to prosecute in cases such as Roger

Sylvester and Christopher Allder. An ear-
lier judicial review in relation to some of
these decisions resulted in one prosecution
(over the death of Richard O'Brien) but it
was unsuccessful.

In relation to disasters and controver-
sial deaths at work there are also very few
prosecutions for corporate manslaughter.
In fact there have only ever been five pros-
ecutions by the Crown Prosecution Service
of which three were successful. And the
most recent unsuccessful prosecution was
that brought against Great'Western Trains
over the Southall ¡ail crash which failed
because the CPS decided to bring it against
the company on its own without also
prosecuting a controlling mind or com-
pany director. The case was thrown out by
an Old Bailey judge on the basis that,
under current law, the criminal liability of
the company must be based on the indi-
vidual liability of at least one person who
is sufficiently senior to be identified with
the company.

A sixth CPS prosecution in respect of
the death of Simon Jones at Shoreham
Docks in April 1998 has just been an-
nounced following a successful judicial
review of the decision not to prosecute
which was initially made by the CPS. The
Divisional Court held that the correct rest
in deciding criminal liability of the director
or manâger is an objective one. It is not
necessary to inquire into the state of mind
of the director and it is not relevanr to es-
tablish whether or not they were presenr
when the death occurred. llhat needs to
be shown is that they were in charge of an
unsafe system of work which posed a se-
rious and obvious risk which it was
grossly criminally negligent to ignore by
iailing ro provide a better system. The facì
that rhe immediate cause of the death was

a mistake by a junior employee does not
meân there cannot be a prosecution if the
mistake was a forseeable consequence of
the unsafe system. On the other hand of
course a director or manager cannot be
prosecuted for the actions of an employee
who ignores or disobeys the safety system.
The Court was strongly critical of the rea-
sons given by the CPS for not prosecuring
even describing them as "irrational."

In the meantime the Home Office has
produced a Consultation Paper on corpo-
rate manslaughter which claims that the
main problem with the current law is that
cases cannot be brought against large

companies because of the difficulties of the
doctrine of identification i.e. the necessity
to find one senior manâger who is indi-
vidually liable before the company can
also be prosecuted. The proposed new of-
fence of corporate killing would be able to
be levied against the company alone on
the basis of management failings by more
than one individual. There are also pro-
posed lesser offences to be charged against
company directors leading to their dis-
qualification as directors. The proposals
have been criticised by the Centre For
Corporate Accountability (a new organi-
sation campaigning for corporate ac-
countability) as laying insufficient
emphasis on the role of company direc-
tors, who the Centre believes should be

given specific duties in relation to health
and safety. The CCA is also critical of the
Home Office's proposal that the new of-
fence of corporâte killing (which in gen-
eral it supports) should be prosecuted by
the Health and Safety Executive and not
by the police and CPS.

Overall the system all too often gives
the impression to the victims of blanket
immunity for those who cause preventable
and forseeable deaths because of gross
criminal negligence. 'Where in the USA
companies implicated in such deaths are
driven out of business in this country per-
sonal injury damages are very low and

covered by insurance, criminal proceed-
ings are not brought and public inquiries
are difficult to secure and may not deliver
all they promise. Another long shelved
Law Commission proposal was to legis-
late for some form of punitive damages to
be awardable in these sort of cases. It still
seems ridiculous that if the police wrong-
fully arrest you you can get a jury to
decide on your damages but if they cause
your death you cannot. And in disasters if
there is no public inquiry (as in Hátfield)
the insurance company will simply admit
liability and there will be no reflection by
a court of the outrage of the bereaved
unless they can persuade the Coroner at
the inquest to take on board at least some
of their concerns. I

'ln the case of deaths in custody, police
and prison officers are rarely prosecuted
and recently there have been a string of
controversial decisions not to prosecute'
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what verdicts can be re-
turned mean that verdicts
of neglect are extremely
difficult to obtain and
that it is virtually rmpos-

sible to get a verdict re-
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Americanisation
of the rRule of
Law'andGuba

"This is a difficult period for this
small island nation as the US
economic embargo has been
especially effectual since
funding from the former USSR
ceased in the early 1990s"

the Helms-Burton Act. Florida has a significant ex-Cuban anti-
Castro population which is organised, well funded and politically
active. Another persuading factor was the fact that President
Clinton had previously lost Florida in the 1.992 presidential race
to George Bush (senior). But why is a four-year-old law disquiet-
ing toda¡ and why does it warrant consideration? Is it more than a

Cuban problem?
Last September, a delegation from the UK joined several hun-

dred jurists from around the world at the XVth International
Association of Democratic Lawyers in Havana, Cuba with the cen-
tral theme of "Establishing a Just and Legal Order." A very tall
order indeed, and one that saw a conference that included such
topical areas as Globalisation, Human Rights, the Right ro Peace
and International Securit¡ as well as the politically motivated US
Economic Sanctions towards Cuba.

The effects of the economic sanctions on the country were read-
ily apparent, not only from the statistics of the average monthly
wage for a doctor (approx $20 US), but also from such obvious
indicators as the condition of the public transport system.
Admirably the level of education and the quality of health care
has improved dramatically for the average Cuban, since the 1959
revolution, in fact the Castro government has made social and
economic improvement one of its highest priorities. In 1958 half a
million were unemployed, the majority of people had no running
water or electricity; two thirds of the children were without a pri-
mary school, and illiteracy had reached 43 per cent. Ten years
later the number of schools and teachers had more than doubled,
with free health care available to all Cubans. However, this is a
difficult period for this small island nation as the US economic
embargo has been especially effective since funding from the for-
mer USSR ceased in the early 1990s.

The economic embargo against Cuba is symbolic of the histor-
ical development of the patriarchal relationship between the US
and its Latin A fusti-
fies its position prior
to nationalisati . The
Urban Land Reform was meant to redress the five out of six million
Cubans who didn't own their own homes or businesses or were not
allowed to work their own arable land, while American cirizens
and companies had owned or controlled 804,070 acres of land,
over 9,000 buildings and houses and,70 industries. Owners of
property were offered payment with government bonds but this

was ignored by the US
This is not a new issue in International law, the normal cus-

tom of resolving disputes of expropriated property has been

h negotiation on a state-to-state basis, for example, the US

là.'
settled all its claims with China's communlst government ln
t979 for over $80 million (US Cuba, on the other

be viewed
) dollars.
by the US in a different light

a political and legal standpoint. Castro'sSO,

George V. Bush:
"j*st and legal"?

appears to
from both

government in the past has stated that they would
be receptive to entering negotiations similar to
those claims it has
UK and Canada.

previously settled with the
Negotiations of the claims

by Thoy Laveñs, Kent Law School
would not achieve or maintain the US aim of
economic isolation of Cuba, or finally
redress the positive affects of any influx of

\
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foreign currency through trade and investment by Mexico,
Canada, UK and other European countries. (Investments previously
dominated by the US prior to the revolution.)

The Helms-Burton Act is specific in its attempt to undermine the
Castro government and prescribe democracy from a US standpoint
as Title II states that Cuba must have a "transitional government"
that meets fairly strict criteria before any significant changes to
the Act can be made. This would include approval by the Congress
and the President because of its codification. Section 206(6) explic-
itly names Fidel and Raul Castro âs unaccept-
able members of this new US approved gov-
efnment.

The Act also opposes Cuban membership
of international financial institutions, such as

the IMF and the l7orld Bank in order to fur-
ther economic isolation. Most importantly in
Title III the Act allows those who have certi-
fied claims in expropriated property filed with
the US Foreign Claims Settlement
Commission to have rights of âction in US courts in order to gain
compensation from either entities of the Cuban government or for-
eign individuals and/or companies that engage in transactions
involving these properties. If the offender continues to "Traffic"
in these expropriated properties after notification of a claim filed in
the US, they may become liable for treble the market value of the
property. This is the essence of a secondary economic sanction
that is applied extraterritoriall¡ the punishment of third party
states if they trade with atarget state. The US once referred to this
type of sanction as unacceptable breach of international law when
they were targeted by the Arab league for trading with Israel in
the mid 1970s.

Since its passage both Presidents have suspended the effective
date of Title III of the Act in order to lessen the grievances of the US
trading partners, but there is no power to suspend the use of Title
IV which prohibits company directors, major shareholders and
CEO's along with their spouses and minor children from entering

the US if they continue to deal with expropriated property after
notification by the Secretary of State. The US State Department has

established a task force to constantly monitor any current or new
investments by non-Cuban individuals in Cuba who may qualify
for visa refusals.

Initiall¡ there was outrage from the target countries of this uni-
lateral sanction; responses included the passing or amending of
blocking statutes to prohibit compliance with the US law. Lawyers
and Government officials from the UK and other countries high-

lighted the Act's breach of the fundamental principles of interna-
tional law because of its lack of any jurisdictional basis, in addition
to its violation of several articles of General Agreement on Trade
and Tariffs (GATT) and the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA). The EU launched a complaint with the
\lorld Trade Organisation because of the violations of GATT arti-
cles and a panel was petitioned, but before it could be referred to
the binding nature of the lØTO dispute mechanism, the EU with-
drew the complaint in order to settle the dispute in a Trade Summit
with the US.

This resulted in the 1998 Joint Statement between the two par-
ties that would establish an "International Registry of Claims" of
expropriated properties to be used by the EU to prohibit govern-
ments from giving financial aid to companies who are deemed to
have violated the US law. The condition on which this agreement is
based is the amendment of Title IV of the Helms-Burton Act, the
exclusion of target individuals from entering the US. The overall
purpose of this joint statement is theoretically meant to uphold and
observe the standards of International law.

Flowever it exemplifies the EU complicity in the US breach of
the principles of jurisdiction, 

^ 
very undesirable precedent, and

has the potential to turn a unilateral sanction into a multilateral
one, pushing aside the issues of international law and trade agree-
ments that they so fervently raised previously. It would âppear
that economic interests are superior to any concern of the opera-
tion of rule of law and jurisdiction.

Fortunatel¡ some Republican Senators take a particularly dim
view of amending Title IV of the Act so the agreement has been
inactive since 1998, which is ironic in that the more politically right
wing of the Senate has inhibited the activity of the agreement,
which would undoubtedly lead to further harmonisation, or to be
more precise, international Americanisation of this vindictive law.

lØhy does this four-year-old law warrant consideration today?
Because the future American policy on Cuba is uncertain at this
point, potentially the balance of power of the political parties
between the Senate and the Presidency may allow for this agr:ee-

ment to become active, and because the EU has decided to violate
international law when it is economically advantageous to do so.

Most importantl¡ it is not just a Cuban problem; it is a problem
for the defence and adherence to the rule of law.

Economic sanctions have become the new "smart bombs," no
longer is it necessary to use military rnight to coerce smaller and
poorer countries to agree to your foreign policy goals, trade is far
more persuasive. The US's attempt to prescribe its own variety of
democracy in Cuba thr:ough the use of an extraterritorial secondary
sanction violates fundamental principles of the ideal of democracy
whether on a national or international level. It is not surprising that
more than half of the 115 economic sânctions applied by the US
over the last 80 years for foreign policy purposes have occurred
since 1993. It has become more than an academic debate of the
challenges to international law, but a challenge for all nations who
live in America's world. I
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Join the Grime
Sub'Gommittee
The Haldane Society
early this year ñe.
launched its Grime
Sub€ommittee with
lmran Khan as its
guest speaker at a
R¡blic Meeting on'The
Stephen Lawrence
lnquiry - Tiro Yearc
Ont.

The meeting, held
on Monday 26th
February ãXll, at the
Gollege of Law and
chaired by Kevin
Gobham, of Ledgister
Cobham Solicitorc,
prcvided a forum for
discussion and
debate,
commemorating the
two.year anniversary
of the publicat¡on of
the Macphercon
Report. lmran Khan
gave an inspiring
speech on the
achievements and
shortcomings of the
report, the effect it
has had and the way
ahead for our soc¡ety.
A leading figurc fiom
the Police Federation
was also invited
although no Íêsponse
was forthcoming.

Michael Mansfield
QG gave an inspiring
speech at a R¡blic
Meeting on lTial by
Jury on 25th April
ãþl at the Gollege of

"Economic sanctions have become
the new 'smart bombs', flo longer is it
necessary to use military might to
coerce smaller and poorer countries" I

Law on Ghancery
Lane. The Grime Sub.
Gommiltee is forming
a lobbying grcup to
maintain pñessurle on
Westminster and wor*
alongside other
organisations in a co-
odinated campaign
against the
governmentts planned
reforms. The Grime
Group is also planning
to hold another public
meeting on the iAuld

justice system in
September watch this
space.

lf you would like to
join the Haldane
Society's Grime Sub-
Gommit{ee and have
experience of
lobbying, campaigning
and/or drafting
ñesponse papers, of
would like to lend
your support by
writing letters to your
local MP contact
Glaire Bostock (O793O
397 5OBl or Frances
Meyler (mob¡le O798O
25,3 7011, or write to
us c/o The Haldane
Society of Socialist
Lawyers. The Sub-
Gommittee meets
every third

month at Gonway
Ha¡¡.

The Haldane Society's AGM will be held on

Saturday z7ilhOctober
2pmto Spm at nwayHall
SPEAKER: HELEN SI{AW llnquestf
Other wolkshops to be announced on the day

Student Sub-Gomm¡ttee
Any members of the Haldane Society who wish to participate in the work of the Student
Sub-Committee should contact Hannah Rought-Brooks via the Haldane Office

lmmigration and Asylum Gommittee
Would anyone interested in participating in thè lmmigration and Asylum Sub-
Committee of the Haldane Society please contact Adrian Berry on the email
address below Further details of a welcome meeting for those interested in th¡s
area will be sent out via email once responses have been received, Contact:
adrian berrY@comPUServe.com

Towards ñeal equal¡ty? Freedom, sexuality & Iegal reform
ln the past, a grouP

within the Haldane
Society has mel and
sought to examlne
issues Pertinent to

sexualitY from a socialist
persPective This has

particularlY been the

case at times when

campaigns have

emerged and
develoPed, for examPle

in relation to the age of

consent.
Despite the

movement towards legal
change in a number of
areas, the need for such
discussion and analysis
has never been greater.
For example, the recent
battle over Section 28 in
England and Wales
provided an insight into
how resistant to even
tncremental change are

the forces facing anyone
of a progressive
persuasion when
matters of sexuality are
articulated sensibly
through the mainstream
political process.
Although ultimaiely
defeated in Scotland,
the opponents of
change were revealed to
be highly organised,
massively resourced

and experts in the
peddling of
misinformation

To begin to examine
any issues of concern -
including those with an
international dimension -
an informal discussion is

being arranged at the
Haldane Office for
members who are
interested An agenda
will be set at the

beginning so thai
matters can be openly
and properly discussed.
lf there is enough
interest then a
committee can be
formally re-convened

In order to get an
idea of numbers please
drop a line to the Office
at the address below if
you wish to attend.

Everyone is welcome

HaHane office, 25a Red Lion square, Gonway Hall, London, wclR 4RL

Noticeboard
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Terfiorism in the
United K¡ngdom
The Government attack
on Civi I L¡berties and
Minority Communities

Pictured: Muslim utomett

þtotesting agdinst the
prcuiousPrevention of
TerrcrismAct, andanIRA
salutc.Is there a differcnce?

of people living in this country. It also
attacks the rights and freedoms of those
living in other countries as many of its
oppressive measures are international in
scope. For those among us who consid-
ered that the passing of the Human Rights
Act 1998 would usher in a new rights
based culture and empower the citizen
against the state, the Terrorism Act is a
salutary reminder of the authoritarian
tendency that characterises the New
Labour administration.

The powers granted to the Home
Secretar¡ the prosecuting authorities and
the po
use of
ing of
Provis
of Terrorism (Temporary Provisions) Act
1974 there have been terrorism laws in
force in force continuously in all parts of
the United Kingdom. However thèse laws
have been subject to periodic renewal.

he Government has recently
added to the legal powers at its
disposal through the passing of
the Terrorism Act 2000. This
Act constitutes an attack the
civil liberries and human rights

foreign organisations, the criminal provi-
sions that follow from it and the effect of
the legislation on minority communities in
the United Kingdom.

Dellning Terr,odsm
Before the passing of the currenr Act the
definition of 'terrorism' was "the use of
violence for political ends and includes
any use of violence for the purpose of
putting the public or any section of the
public in fear", section 20(1) Prevention
of Terrorism (Temporary Provisions) Act
1989. The new definition is contained in
section L of the Terrorism Act 2000 is less
concise and seeks to cover a wider range
of situations. It refers to terrorism as
being the use or th¡eat of action designed
to influence the government or to intimi-
date the public or a section of the public.
The use or threat of "action" must be for
a "political, religious or ideological
cause", and "action" is defined to include
"serious violence against a person" and
"serious damage to property". It is also
made clear that 'action" can be an action

'The new dellnition
of tenorism is
designed to make it
hard to argue an
action is not political'

outside the United Kingdom and that
where an action is designed to influence a
"government", that government may be
a government other than the government
of the United Kingdom.

The new definition of terrorism as for a

"political, religious or ideological cause" is
designed to make it hard to argue that an
action is not political and thus that the ter-
rorism provisions do not apply. ln truth it
adds little as the term "political" has a
very wide meaning. However the widening
of the definition is a sign that it is intended
to apply to a wider range of organisations
than in the past.

Proscribing Forcign
Organisations
In particular actions di¡ected towards for-
eign governments may now be charac-
terised as terrorist. When this is considered
in the light of provisions for proscribing or
banning organisations "concerned in ter-
rorism" under section 3 of the new Act,
the potential for the Government to abuse
proscription powers and to proscribe indi-
vidual organisations as a tool of interna-
tional diplomacy and foreign policy
becomes clear. Although internationãl ter-
rorism has been the subject of legislation
in the United Kingdom since 1984 the new
Act makes it possible for the first time to
proscribe foreign organisations concerned
in international politics and struggles in
other countries.

A foreign state that wishes to curb
political violence by organisations activebyAdrian Berry
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) in that country may lobby the British
Government to have that organisation
banned in the United Kingdom. ìlhere
that foreign state is a democracy there are
ârguments for and against international
co-operation to control activity declared
to be terrorist.'lùlhere the foreign stâte is
authoritarian, engages in extra-judicial
killing, arbitrary detention, torture and
other serious abuses of human rights, it
seems extraordinary that the British
Government would wish to assist that
state to maintain order by helping it ban
an organisation that challenge that state's
power and legitimacy. Yet the new
Terrorism Act provides for that possibil-
iry. Moreover, as will be considered below,
the Home Secretary has taken this oppor-
tunity and has banned several organisa-
tion that challenge authoritarian regimes
in other countries such as Turkey and
Iran.

Ethnic and Religious
llinorities in the UK
The new Terrorism Act is important for
ethnic and religious communities in the
United Kingdom because of the wide-
ranging criminal charges that may be
brought against those suspected of mem-
bership or support of a proscribed organ-
isation. Although ostensibly directed at
those who assist a banned organisation,
the use of arrest powers and the potential
for criminal charges under the Terrorism
Act threaten a far wider class of people
than those actively involved. Human
Rights organisation3 such as Justice and
Liberty argued repeatedly when the Bill
was going through Parliament that these
criminal provisions were oppressive,
breached the rights protected by the
European Convention on Human Rights,
and required modification. The

Government did not liste
Many ethnic nrrd ..llgiou, minority

communities in the United Kingdorn sup-
port l¡beration struggles, resistance to
oppression and the struggle for self-deter-
mination in the countries with which they
have ties and connections. They may offer
financial, welfare or political support to
members of their community in these
countries. Members of these communities
may or may not support the methods used
by proscribed organisations who share
these goals. Whatever the position, the
proscribing of organisations also con-
nected with the foreign political struggles,
makes minority communities vulnerable
to abuses of their rights in the United
Kingdom through exposing them to the
police powers and criminal charges cre-
ated by the Terrorism Act.

Gdminal Gharges and Human
Rights
One provision under the Act will serye as
an example of how rights are limited by
its provisions. It is an offence under sec-
tion 12 to arrange a meeting which you
know will be addressed by a member of a
proscribed organisation. Thus a commu-
nlty grouP cannot arrange a meetrng to
persuade a member of a proscribed organ-
isation to use peaceful means. Similarly a

campaigner for human rights or a jour-
nalist could not attend that meeting. Even
more bizarrel¡ if members of that pro-
scribed organisation met to discuss
decommissioning they could be prose-
cuted under this section.

Under the European Convention on
Human Rights these scenarios would be
justified breaches of the rights to Freedom
of Assembly and Freedom of Expression
in the absence of exceptional circum-
stances in the United Kingdom. Clearly

foreign organisatior-rs active in othe r conn-
tries would not creâte an exceptional cir-
cumstance in this country sufficient to jus-
tify a breach of hr-unan rights.

Moreover, an ethnic or religious
minority community which has organisa-
tions that provides material help and sup-
port to other members of that community
suffering in an authoritarian state will
come under suspicion now that the
Terrorism Act applies to political situa-
tions in other states. The danger is that
the police will engage in surveillance and
monitoring of minority communities , and
use their powers, including the power of
arrest under the Act, in a way that at odds
with the Human Rights that the members

'Proscribing of
organ¡sations makes
minority communities
vulnerable to abuses
of their rights'
of these communities enloy. The experi-
ence of ordinary Irish people in Britain
since terrorism laws were first introduced
underscores this point.

Proscription is a very blunt instrument.
It makes it difficult to bring organisations
engaged in political violence within the
democratic process, in countries where
there is such a thing as the democratic
process, because it isolates these organisa-
tions from open contact with their own
communities. It does this because mem-
bers of these communities grow to be
afraid of the use, or threat of use, of the
police powers and criminal charges avail-

natlon.

Threats to the United Kingdom
The evidence that foreign organisations
present a threat to the United Kingdom
sufficiently strong to warrant the intro-
duction of criminal charges that breach
Human Rights law is very thin. The new
Terrorism Act is premised on the basis
that the cllrrent and future threats are
such that permanent terrorist legislation is
required. It has its roots in rhe 1996
Inquiry Into Legislation Against
Terrorism (Cm 3420) by a law lord, Lord
Lloyd of Berwick. This was instigated at
the request of the then Home Secretary
Michael Howard in 7995. The report of
the Inquiry contained a range of recom-
mendations. In the second volume there
was an analysis of the current and future
threats to the United Kingdom by Paul
rù(/ilkinson, Professor of International
Relations at the University of St Andrews.

Professor'Wilkinson summed up the
current threats to the United Kingdom as
being from the IRA; animal rights extrem-
ists; Middle Easrern groups such
Hezbollah, the PKK or a secular
Palestinian group on a Israeli or Jewish
target; and attacks by radical groups such
as the Algerian GIA. He noted that
"Attacks originating from conflicts else-
where in the world such as South East
Asia, are by no means impossible but the

track record suggests they are less likley"
(Cm 3420,Yo1.2, p.371.

As has been noted, under the Terrorism
Act international organisations have been
proscribed for the first time. Previously
only organisations concerned with the con-
flict in Northern Ireland was banned. The
list of 21 international organisations
banned includes the GIA (Algeria), the
PKK, the Tamil Tigers and several groups
from South Asia such as the Sikh Babbar
Khalsa and the International Sikh Youth
Federation (ISYF). It is legitimate to ask
what threat these organisations pose to the
United Kingdom. The information on past
incidents is included Professor \Vilkinson's
report. In the period 1985-1995 he records
the number of 'Terrorist Aftacks' as includ-
ing: Provisional IRA 189, Sikhs 6, PLO 2,
PKK 1, Jihad 1 (Cm3420, Vol. 2, p.91).

'Whatever view is taken of the utility
of proscription against the Provisional
IRA, it is clear that there is no pressing
need, when considering past indicators, to
proscribe Sikh organisations, Middle
Eastern organisations, or the PKK
because of the threat they pose to the
United Kingdom. Indeed in a briefing
paper issued on 28th February 2001 in
support of its proscription of 21. interna-
tional organisation the Home Office
noted in respect of the PKK's representa-
tion and activities in the United Kingdom
that "The PKK does not have any overt
representation in the UK, but operates
covertly and has some support among the
Kurdish communiry."

T\¡vo.Tier Griminal Justice
Vhilst individual examples are illustrative,
the essential point here is that proscribing
foreign organisations is wrong. It involves
dubious political judgments and that the
breaches of human rights to which it gives

rise cannot be justified by pressing need
or excePtional circumstances.

Terrorism laws supplement existing
laws of criminal justice. They are
premised on the basis that the police pow-
ers and the range of offences for acts of
violence towards people and property are
insufficient to deal with the phenomenon
of terrorism. This assumption is chal-
lenged by many who rightly consider that
terrorism laws introduce a two-tier crim-
inal justice system where particular indi-
viduals and communities are subject to
greater police powers and lesser civil lib-
erties than others. The use of an extra,
stronger, set of police powers and criminal
provisions is highly problematic and cre-
ates obvious scope for injustices in the
criminal justice system. In the context of
the conflict over Northern Ireland the his-
tory of miscarriages of justice under the
terrorism laws, such as the cases of the
Birmingham Six and the Guilford Four,
are well known. Terrorism laws present a

threat to the very civil society and people
that they seek to protect.

In Great Britain the Prevention of
Terrorism (Temporary Provisions) Act
1974 was introduced in the wake of the
bombing of two pubs in Birmingham by
the Provisional IRA which killed 22 peo-
ple and injured 180. At the time the legis-
lation was presented as a response to an
urgent problem and considered a tempo-
rary measure. In the absence of any com-
parable threat the United Kingdom
should not proscribe any international
organisation because in doing so it props
up authoritarian regimes, restricts human
rights in this country and disproportion-
ately falls on members of ethnic and re[i-
gious minoriry communities. I
O ADRIAN BERRY is a Barrister at
6 King's Bench Walk.
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Through the Looking Glass;
A Dissenter lnside New Labour
by Liz Davies
f 15.00, Verso, ISBN 1-85984-609-2

Through the Looking G/øss is an impor-
tant book that primarily details Liz Davies'
two years as an elected member of the
NEC of the Labour Parry.

Most readers will be familiar with the
events that led to the blocking of her can-
didacy to fight Leeds North East at the
L997 General Election, events which in the
author's own words meant that she was
'catapulted from being an obscure and not
atypical Labour Party activist and local
councillor' onto the front pages of the na-
tional press.

The book proceeds to concentrate on
the efforts of the Grassroots Alliance slate,
as they sought to represent the members
who in 1998 elected them to the highest
decision-making body within the Labour
Part¡ despite the opposition of the party
leadership at every turn.

The respect in which the¡ and Davies
in particular, were held by members across
the country was demonstrated by the fact
that her vote increased when she stood for
election a second time. Davies is in fact
modest about the role that she and her
comrades played and its importance to or-
dinary members struggling with the reality
of New Labour and all that it has come to
represent. Many party members/political
hacks will be interested in the sections of
the book that deal with the failed attempts
by Blair to fix the party's choices of can-
didates for the'Welsh Assembly and the
Mayor of London. Furthermore, the far-
cical selection process for the GLA con-
firms just how contemptuous the
leadership has become of the membership
and, of course, activists.

Davies describes her own entry into the
Labour Party as a young person fired by
idealism and a commitment to social jus-
tice - reflecting a path well-trodden by a
range of people who have seen such activ-

ity as part, if indeed a large part, of their
commitment to social change. Davies
rightly ponders whether the thousands of
young people drawn towards the protests
in Seattle, Genoa and elsewhere would
now even consider joining a party whose
national conference is characterised by cor-
porate sponsorship while real and democ-
ratic debate has been consciously and
effectively shut down in the party at large.

Davies' position, as further set out in
recent public meetings, is not that the
Labour Party is moving in the right direc-
tion too slowl¡ but rather in the wrong di-
rection too quickly and she raises the
question as to when silence, in the face of
the progression of New Labour, in effect,
becomes collusion with policies such as the
voucher scheme for asylum-seekers and
privatisation at a level never dreamt of by
the proponents of Thatcherism in the
1980s.

ln Tbe End of an Era, the volume of
his diaries ending inL990, Tony Benn ex-
presses concern at the prospect of the
Labour Party becoming devoid of the re-

ality and experience of working people.
He cites an occasion when he meets people
of good faith and serious commitment in
the anti-nuclear movement but whom he
observes have little or no socialist analysis
of the issues with which they were seek-
lng to engâge.

Ten years on, Davies has written as a

member of the same part¡ reflecting on the
absence of political discussion at the high-
est level in the party. Davies cites the ex-
ample of McDonalds sponsoring school
materials and further ponders the loss of
so much in a parry that historically man-
aged to unite broad swathes of individuals
in a collective focus, be it around educa-
tion, health, anti-militarism or workplace
rights.

Through the Looking G/ass will pro-
vide food for thought for many people
who have chosen, and will choose, to
remain in the Labour Party while never-
theless feeling alienated by the policies and
priorities of Blair and the mandate for a

second term now given to him at the ballot
box. It will also be of interest to those

Labour Party. After twenty-one years of
âctive membership Davies has now left the
Labour Party but in concluding her book
she makes it clear that she has 'certainly
not left politics, the movement for social
justice, or the search for socialism'.
I John S Hobson

Prisoners, deaths in custody and
the Human Rights Act. A Briefing
by Prisoners'Advice Service and
INOUEST
by Hamìsh Arnott, Deborah Coles &
Simon Creighton
e5.00, lsBN 0 9468 5810 1

Over the past 40 years, prisoners have been
the largest group of individuals to have pur-
sued claims to the European Court of
Human Rights a reflection of the fact that
those held in custody are dependent upon
the state for the even the most mundane
detail of daily life.

Through the citing of examples from the
relevant caselaw this publication offers an
important overview of where Convention
rights in the penal context have been as-

serted as well as considering the prospects
at hand now that prisoners may articulate
such rights before the domestic courts.

The publication has been written pri-
marily for prisoners, non-lawyers and non-
governmental organisations. It also
provides a useful point of reference for
those using the legal process to preserve or
advance the position of those detained by
the state, whether in institutions run within
the public sector or in those that are now
managed privately. There is thorough cov-
erage and discussion of the various Con-

The section on the right to life foresees
significant impacts on the inquest system
and equally importantly on the extent to
which the DPP and CPS will be required to
provide adequate reasoning in cases where
a decision is taken not to prosecute follow-
ing a death in custody. Of further interest is
the consideration given to the possible
impact of Article 6, for example in relation
to prison discipline.

There are some 120,000 'adjudications'
held in private and before prison governors
each year and the authors foresee the like-
lihood of challenges emerging in this area as

prisoners caught within a number of grey
areas of prison offences seek to assert their
right to a fair hearing. This follows from
the fact that at present the Prison Service
undertakes an administrative approach that
has hitherto granted significant discretion
to an adjudicating governor in a process
characterised by only a basic level of pro-
cedural fairness.

This whole area however must now be
considered in the light of the very recent de-
cision of Greenfield v Secretary of State for
the Home Department where the Queen's
Bench Divisional Court held that a charge
of drug abuse brought against a prisoner
did not wârrant fair trial provisions. In
eÍfect, a charge brought in prison - and for
which the sanction of an extension of time
in custody could be imposed - is simply a

disciplinary proceeding and not a Conven-
tion criminal charge.

Furthermore, it was held that additional
time in custody did not violate rights under
Article 5 since such a penalt¡ which a pris-
oner risked while in detention, formed part
of the sentence required to be served before
release. There is no requirement for a sep-
arate jurisdictional basis for additional time
served and a prisoner is therefore further
detained lawfully in accordance with Arti-
cle 5.1(a).

In its coverage of the right to respect for
private and family life, home and corre-

guments being advanced in the family
courts regarding the opportunity for moth-
ers to attend residential assessments under
s.38(6) of the Children Act 1989.

The authors foresee little impact for pris-
oners resulting from Article 2 of the iirst
Protocol (education) but in relation to Ar-
ticle 3 (elections) make the point that there
is scope to question what legitimate aim is

served by any restriction on the right of
prisoners to vote, At the outset the authors
make reference to the rising numbers of
people being incarcerated, the record
number of suicides and the hardening of
political and public opinion towards pris-
oners.

Significantly, as representatives of or-
ganisations involved with the day to day re-
ality of Bovernmental penal policy they
reserve their position as to whether the new
Act will help engender a more humane
prlson system.

The publication is a welcome contribu-
tion to on-going discussions about the prac-
tical impact of the Act and indeed whether
a 'culture of human rights' is in fact being
fostered.
I John S l{obson

Good Bad Woman
by Elizabeth Woodcraft
19.99. HarperCollins.
ISBN: 0 00 232699 X.

Elizabeth \íoodcraft's first book is written
with guts and energy. Frankie Richmond is
a London barrister with a complicated love
life and practice. An old client, an ex girl-
friend, some corrupt policeman and a

murder make this novel a page turning
crime thriller without the predictable
ending. Her novel not only has a great plot
but it has political bite. Frankie is not your
usual barrister, she turns down work on the
grounds of principles! This and other as-
pects of Frankie's character lead to sensi-
tive and insightful handling of a number
social justice issues.

Elizabeth 'lloodcraft style of writing is
hard edged and witry. She covers her sub-
ject with authority, no doubt gained from
her twenty one years of practice. Elizabeth.lloodcraft 

practices in family law at 14
Tooks Court, the chambers of Michael
Mansfield QC.

This novel is a breath of fresh air
amongst the other crime writers, you'll pick
it up, read it too fast and then want to
know when you can catch up with Frankie
agatn.
I Rebekah Wilson
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